
Instructions 
Salt or Pepper Mill Kit 
Tools Required 

40mm Forstner Drill Bit 
25mm Forstner Drill Bit 
7mm Drill Bit 

Selecting the blank  

1. Select a 70mm square blank that is 30mm longer than 
the mechanism you have selected.  The overall length 
of the completed mill needs to be approximately 3mm 
longer than the square steel/aluminium shaft. 

Mounting the blank  

1. Mount the blank between centres and rough turn to 
about 63.5mm in diameter.  Layout the mill top and 
spigot on the blank and part them. 

Turning the Blank 

1. Mark out the sections of the mill on your blank as 
shown below. Allow 10mm on either end of the blank 
for spigots that can fit into your chuck in later steps. 

Depending on your desired shape, the mill top should 
be approximately as long as the diameter of your mill. 

Leave at least 10mm between the mill top and the mill 
body for the spigot that locates the mill top on the mill 
body and for parting. 

2. Cut the spigots into each end of the blank and between 
the mill top and mill body. The spigot between the mill 
top and body should have a diameter of 25mm. 

3. Turn the base and top to the desired shape with the 
blank between centres. 

4. The top section of the mill top will need to be 
completed later using the chuck. 

5. Once you have turned the mill to your desired shape, 
use a parting tool to part the mill top from the mill 
body. 

Drilling the blank 

1. Mount the mill body onto the chuck using the spigot to 
grip it. Using the 25mm Forstner or MAD bit, drill the 
25mm hole right through the mill body.  

2. Using the 40mm Forstner bit, drill a hole 13mm into the 
base of the mill body. 

3. Test that the mechanism and spring diaphragm fit 
comfortably into the 25mm hole drilled. If the fit is too 
tight, widen it very slightly at the base of the hole using 
a parting tool so that it fits snugly. 

4. If the 25mm bit was not long enough to go all the way 
through, you will need to drill from the other side, 
gripping the mill body with your chuck on the inside of 
the 40mm recess. 

5. Grip the mill top in your chuck on the spigot (do not 
overtighten so as to damage the spigot. Drill a 7mm 
hole right through the mill top. 

6. Finish turning your mill top while it is still in the chuck. 

Install the Mechanism 

1. Install the mechanism as shown in the diagram. 

2. Insert the mechanism and spring assembly into the 
bottom of the mill body and mark out the screw holes. 

Drill the screw holes using a 2mm drill bit 
using a drill press and screw in the 
mechanism and spring assembly. 

3. Mark the holes for the turn plate in the mill 
top, drill the screw holes using a 2mm drill bit 
on a drill press and screw in the turn plate. 

4. You can now assemble your mill and adjust 
the knob according to get course/fine ground 
salt, pepper or spices. 


